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(Reprinted(Reprinted from Nature, Vol 267, No. 5607, pp. 128-130, May 12, 1971) 
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I II  . 2 

Cosmologicall  tests of general relativit y 
GENERALL  relativity  theory could be tested on a cosmological 
scalee by measuring the Hubble constant and the deceleration 
parameter,, if, in addition, everything would be known about 
thee matter  fillin g the universe. If, on the other  hand, nothing 
wouldd be presupposed about the matter  content of the 
universe,, general relativit y could not be tested by measuring 
anyy number  of time derivatives of the scale factor. But upon 
makingg the assumption of a universe filled with a non-inter-
actingg mixtur e of non-relativistic matter  and radiation we can 
inn principl e test general relativit y by measuring the first five 
derivativess of the scale factor. In the following, some general 
relationss are presented using this assumption. 

AA reasonable model for  the universe in a not too early stage 
off  its development is the Robertson-Walker  metric 

dVV = -d/»+/t» (0 [(d>«)/(l—kr* ) + r«dlï«J 0) ) 
describingg a homogeneous isotropic universe. 

fromm general relativit y theory it follows that the scale factor 
R(t)R(t) obeys the Friedmann equation 

*.. + * = !z^ p + . | * . (2) ) 

andd conservation of energy and momentum is expressed by 

—— (p*») = - 3PR* (3) ) 

Heree and throughout this paper  we put c = 1; X stands for  the 
cosmologicall  constant, while p and p denote the density and 
pressuree of the matter  content of the universe. 

Too test these equations we need observations. By measuring 
thee luminosity distance or  the angular  diameter  distance of 
remotee objects as a function of redshift z, we can in principl e 
determinee the Hubble constant H = R/R, the deceleration 
parameterr  q = —RR/R*, and an indefinite number  of similar 
dimensionlesss parameters constructed from higher  time 
derivatives1.. We shall use here, following HalTison, 

YY = 
RMR* RMR* 

(4) ) 

(alll  evaluated at the present time, with signs which make them 
positivee for  vanishing X, as will be shown). Without using 
Friedmann'ss equation (2), however, knowledge of any number 
off  those parameters will not suffice to obtain the value of the 
presentt  curvature K = k/R* (ref. 3). But even equations (2) and 
(3)) are not sufficient without additional information about the 
equationn of state, as can be seen as follows: by differentiatin g 
equationn (2) N times we obtain (N + 1) equations for  (N + 2) 
unknowns::  p and its first  N derivatives and X. 

AA plausible form for  the equation of state is obtained by 
assumingg that at present the universe contains a non-interacting 
mixtur ee of two forms of matter, non-relativistic matter  with 
densityy p . and ultra-relativisti c matter  with density pr. Then 

== P-+Pr 1 

== -3p' J 

PP = Pm + P, 

P P (5) ) 

Forr  the non-relativistic matter  density, particle number 
conservationn gives 

P.. = AIR*  (6) 
andd thus with (3) 

Prr  - BIR* (7) 

wheree A and B are constant. 
Now,, carrying out three successive time differentiations of 

equationn (2) leads with (2) to four  equations for  the newly 
introducedd time derivative parameters. Solving these for  the 
quantitiess K, X, pm and p„  gives 

KK = i <-JT+4G+ Qq+lq-2) H* 
XX = i (~X+6Q+Qq-6q) H* 

Prr  = 

4nG G 

32nG 32nG 
(X-2Q-Qq-2q)H* (X-2Q-Qq-2q)H* 

(8) ) 
(9) ) 

(10) ) 

OD D 

Differentiatin gg (2) a fourth time finally  leads to a relation 
betweenn the four  parameters q, Q, X and Y which should hold 
iff  general relativit y is valid 

YY = TX+$Xq-6Q+Q*-lQq-$Qq*-6q (12) ) 

Thiss condition provides (in principle) a full test of the theory. 
I ff  less than five parameters measuring the time derivatives 

off  the scale factor  are known—as certainly will be the case in 
practice—stilll  conditional relations can be derived between the 
variouss parameters. From equations (10) and (11) it follows 
that,, since p . > 0 and pr > 0 

C*+ 22 (Ö+9) < X < Qq+l{Q+q) (13) ) 

aa condition valid if only 9, Q and X are known. 
I ff  X is not available either  we introduce a new parameter  a, 

stilll  to be able to express the four  quantities K, X, pm and p T 
explicitly.. For  a we take 

oo - P,/(P-+Pt) 0 < a < I 

andd we then obtain 

(U ) ) 

Jff  - l - l + (3 + a)/(3 + 5a) Q - (4a)/(3 + 5a) d H*  (15) 

pp * 1/8JTG[6/(3 + 5a)J (Q + q)H2 (16) 

XX = 3 [(1 + a)/(3 + 5a) Q - (2 + 4a)/(3 + 5a)? JH*  (17) 

Equationn (16) gives us, as p > 0, the condition 

GG + * > 0 (18) ) 

I ff  we only know H and q—a situation which is at present 
strivenn for—it is regrettably no longer  possible to writ e down 
evenn conditional equations, unless observational evidence óf a 
differentt  nature, for  example, regarding the age of particular 
objectss in the universe, is taken into account. 

Figuree 1 illustrates a classification, based on equations (15) 
andd (16), of the structural and evolutionary properties of the 
universe,, as depending on the values of q and Q, but with 
arbitrar yy X. We can distinguish between domains of positive 
andd negative p (the latter  physically unrealistic), of k =
(separatedd by a line k = 0), and the presence or  absence of an 
initia ll  and a final singularity (only with a final singularity the 
universe,, at present expanding, has a finite lifetime). Depending 
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&'uu c ! a s s , n c a t l on of structural and evolutionary properties 
off  the universe in terms of Q and q with arbitrary X. The shaded 
ÜÜf„ ISS t n p 5?iCHS.,i noc-p * ° there- T he sy m b o Is i n t he ««her 
regionss have the following meaning: if one plus or minus sign 
iss given, the value of the topological parameter * is + 1 or - 1 
respectivelyy A dot to the left of the sign denotes the presence' 
off  an initial singu anty, and a dot to the right a final singularity 
Iff  a region has only one label, the conclusions follow irrespective 
Off  the value of a. If it bears two labels, the upper label denotes 
thee situation for pure non-rclativistic matter (a == 0) and the 
lowerr one apphes to the case of pure radiation (a « 1) If 
UU < a < 1, as is the case in our universe, the border lines lie 
alwayss somewhere in between those givdn by the two extremes 

aa — 0 and a = 1. 

onn the value of a, the relative amount of matter which is 
presentt in the form of radiation, the borderlines between 
regionss may change. Their equations are given in the two 
extremee cases a = 0 and a = 1 as 

Q=1*Q=1*  + q+l;  a = l 

fl-j[v+#+2+a(fl-j[v+#+2+a(ff«+Jg.«+Jg. + V->yj. B_ 
(19) ) 

Wheree thei status of the universe depends on a. this is indicated 
byy a double label as explained in the caption. Com > table 
d igramss have been published earlier by S.abcll and Refsdal' 
Ï SS ~ m m e n l e d- F i8 3 o f re f- 4, which is a c-« diagram; isssp?flTf.r^,oo Fig"i of this pape"̂"  = 
,wr fL C a irr f u r t l \ « «mplify equations (8MH) by introducing 
twoo transformed time-derivative parameters 

QQ = Q+q 1 

* -- X-Qq j 
(20) ) 

Thenn the right-hand side of equations ( 8 H H) can be seen to 
becomee linear expressions in the new parameters, where 
equationn (12) transforms into 

YY = 7X+lXq-bQ+(Q-qy (^ 

Thee conditional relations (13) and (18) become very simple 

2Q2Q < X < 3Q 

ÖÖ > 0 

(13') ) 

(180 0 

Wee conclude that surprisingly simple relations can be 
derived,, on the basis of rather general assumptions regarding 
thee structure and matter content of the universe, between the 
physicall  parameters of the universe p ., pr and X, together 

withh K, and the geometrical' parameters involving the first 
fourr time derivatives of the scale factor. Between the first 
rivee time derivatives a strict relation should hold if general 
relativityy applies. This relation forms, in principle, a definite 
testt for the theory. If less than five parameters are known but 
moree than two, conditional relatioas can be derived 
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